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In this MSc thesis, I investigated the kinematics of H emission from the
hot ionized and NaD absorption from cool neutral gas in a sample of 40
nearby Luminous Infrared Galaxies (LIRGs: LIR ≥ 1011L ) from Super-
novae and starbursts in the infrared, SUNBIRD survey imaged with the
Southern African Large Telescope (SALT). This project can be seen in two
major areas. The first is analyzing the emission and absorption spectra, in
this case from the hot ionized gas and cool gas respectively.
Two routines were used for the profile fitting, to get the centroid wavelength
of both the emission and absorption lines; Gaussian and Gaussian-Hermite
functions were used. The fitting result provides an indication of the origin
of an outflowing gas; nuclear or disk driven?.
Secondly, I plotted and compared the velocities of hot ionized and cool
neutral gas. Three different methods were used to estimate the systemic ve-
locity V sys for the accurate estimationof outflowing velocity. For instance,
an outflowing NaD upto 380 kms 1 and inflowing gas up to -100 kms 1
relative to H is seen at the optical nucleus of the NGC6240[PA=45] and
NGC1204[PA=253] galaxies respectively.
I tested if there was a relation between star formation rate (SFR) and an
outflowing gas and also whether the inflowing gas triggering new nuclear SF.
I find the gas of two of our targets escaping the potential well of the host
galaxy. There was also an expectation that the out flowing velocity would
correlate with SFR, unfortunately I do not see any correlation, though it
needs further investigation of all offset velocities of the gas with respect to
stellar absorption lines and it also requires detail analysis of the of projection
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Understanding the formation and evolution of galaxies requires an understanding of their com-
position of dust, gas, and stars (Santini et al., 2014). The authors also added dust is composed
of metals which will be expelled to the interstellar medium (ISM) through stellar winds and
supernovae explosions. Interstellar dust can be used to regulate the star formation, because
hydrogen ionizing photons which make up HII is controlled by dust properties as Kimm and
Cen (2014). The Hubble (1926) classification of galaxies shows an increase in the gas, dust
and star formation from early-type elliptical (with no gas, dust and also no young stars) to
star forming regions to late-type spirals (Sc) and irregular galaxies. Elliptical galaxies are gas
poor and composed of old and low mass stars, unlike spiral galaxies, which have gas and dust
dominated disks that enable them to undergo further star formation.
Stars are born from dense, cold gas either in disks or in shock compressed gas (in mergers).
Formation of new stars causes the properties of galaxies to evolve with time, and thus they
determine many of the properties that galaxies are presently observed to have. The formation
of massive stars is closely associated with the formation of clusters and associations, (eg. Larsen
2010, Mas-Hesse et al. 2008).
This project concentrates on gas inflow/outflows and the interplay and feedback due to star
formation (SF) and nuclear activity in interactions. The intention of this project is also mainly
the to study the origin and location of the outflowing gas(nuclear or disk dr) and its connection




As galaxies interact with each other, a large amount of gas flows to their central regions which
can lead to increased intense star formation called a starburst Weedman et al. (1981). Star-
bursts show rapid star formation that can be induced by gravitational interaction or collision
with another galaxy. Newly formed massive stars in the starburst galaxy heat up gas in the
interstellar medium and create strong and narrow emission lines, (eg. Messier 82, Veilleux et al.
2005).
Starburst galaxies are key to studying star formation and its effect on interstellar medium
(ISM). Stellar winds from the newly formed stars which followed by supernovae; heating up the
gas in the disk and driving it into the ISM. Starburst galaxies combine large central gas concen-
trations and high ionizing radiation fields; i.e bright molecular, neutral and ionized gas emission
lines. For instance Figure 1.1 shows M82, a typical nearby starburst galaxy with intense star
formation. In a starburst, galactic scale wind (also called superwind) have been detected up to
distances of 10 kpc above the plane of the galaxy Lehnert (1999). These winds begin when the
star formation is high enough to create a region with hot gas. This hot gas has much higher
pressure than the surrounding ISM, pressure which enables it to drive the ISM perpendicular to
the disk of the host galaxy (i.e. along the minor axis), for more detail see (Veilleux et al., 2005).
1.3 Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs)
It is believed that AGN have a great influence on the evolution of their host galaxies through
powerful winds and outflows. Active Galactic Nuclei are highly energetic and luminous objects
at the centers of galaxies. AGNs are thought to radiate due to accretion onto a super-massive
black hole (Ishibashi and Fabian, 2012). Studies show that once the central black hole reaches
a certain critical mass, the radiation or feedback begins to expel most of the gas out of the host
galaxy (Zubovas and King, 2014). This leads to the quenching of star formation. On the other
hand, Fabian (2012) reported as the radiation pushes the “gas out of the galaxy, then the gas
may end up trapped in the halo”. The rotation and compression of cold and dense molecular
gas during the ejection process triggers star formation. Black holes consume the gas and dust
which surrounds them forming structures known as an accretion disk. When these gas and dust
fall into the black hole, it causes the accretion disk starts to heat up due to gravitational and
frictional forces leads to infrared emission.
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Figure 1.1: A famous starburst galaxy, M82, showing a strong outflow in the Hα (magenta)




1.4 The Infrared Astronomy Satellite Galaxies
The significance of the study of star forming galaxies in the infrared region of the spectrum has
been studied over the decades since the discovery of IRAS galaxies. This region is known in
uncovering gas and dust. Infrared Astronomy Satellite Galaxies (IRAS) provided an unbiased
all-sky survey at mid and far-infrared wavelengths that provided us with the infrared emission
properties of galaxies in the local universe (Neugebauer et al., 1984). After the launch of IRAS,
the awareness of galaxy evolution dramatically increased. The result of observation of IR galax-
ies in four bands centered at 12, 25, 60, and 100µm helps for the diskovery of many extragalactic
objects which were not cataloged in the optical but emit most of their bolometric luminosity in
the IR (Soifer et al., 1987). The IRAS bright galaxy (IRASBG) survey which contains a com-
plete sample of 324 far- infrared emitting extragalactic objects detected at 60µm in the all-sky
IRAS survey Soifer et al. (1987) and they found far-infrared emission as a dominant luminosity
component in the local universe which is emitted by a thermal emission that was absorbed by
dust. Figure 1.2 shows the comparison of luminosity function of IRAS Revised Bright galaxy
Samples (RBGS) with normal optically selected galaxies Sanders and Ishida (2004). The RBGS
show excess tail at the bright end above infrared luminosity 1011L which, best described by a
power-law of Schechter (1976).
1.5 Luminous Infrared Galaxies
Galaxies with infrared luminosities 1011L - 10
11.99L, which emit most of their energy in
the infrared region, and are known as luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs), Ultra-luminous in-
frared galaxies (ULIRGs have 1012L ≤ LIR < 1013L and Hyper luminous infrared galaxies
(HyLIRG, LIR >10
13L. LIRGs and ULIRGs are powered by intense star formation, AGN,
or combination of both processes.They have a large role in the star formation history of the
Universe. Nearby LIRGs are typically “merging galaxies intermediate mass ellipticals or spiral
galaxies undergoing mergers and interactions, and have high star formation” (Wang et al., 2006).
LIRGs are good laboratories to test the star formation history in the universe. They might
appear faint at optical wavelengths because they emit most of their energy in the infrared por-
tion of the spectrum. The reason these galaxies are so luminous is believed to be due to their
merging or interacting properties. The gas-rich spirals in the interactions produce very high star
formation, sometimes called starbursts.
These mergers may drive gas to the central black hole. The investigation of LIRGs at different
stages of interactions shows star formation, AGN activity, as well as morphological evolution
of these galaxies. eg. (Lonsdale et al., 1984). Prototypical LIRGs formed by pairs of col-
liding gas-rich spiral galaxies are believed to transform within a few hundred Myr to a very
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Figure 1.2: The comparison between luminosity function (LF) of normal galaxies and IRAS
Revised Bright galaxy Samples (RBGS). The thick the solid line and filled circles represent the
local LF of galaxies as determined in the IRAS RBGS Sanders et al. (2003) and the thin line
indicates normal local galaxies
bright IR merging galaxy as a result of the strong dynamical interactions. According to Pizagno
et al. (2008) after passing through several stages these merging galaxies change into early-type
elliptical galaxies. Figure 1.3 shows the evolutionary process of merging galaxies.
Several have studies shown that LIRGs are mergers of gas-rich disk galaxies. The IR luminosity
is directly correlated to strong interaction or mergers Veilleux et al. (1995). Wang et al. (2006)
studied the morphology and star formation properties of 159 local LIRGs and they classified
77(∼ 48%) as interacting /merging galaxies, 19(12%) as isolated compact, and the rest 63(40%)
as normal spiral galaxies. They finally concluded that most local LIRGs are either major mergers
or “massive disk galaxies” undergoing star formation bursts, which are controlled by bars.
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Figure 1.3: Evolutionary merger scenario proposed by Sanders and Mirabel (1996).The merging
of two gas rich spiral galaxies forms a luminous infrared galaxy that evolves to a ULRG,then to
Quasar and finally to Elliptical galaxy.
1.6 Star formation rates (SFRs)
SFR is the rate at which the molecular gas changes to stars which depends on the density of
the gas as Gao and Solomon (2004). Young (age ≤ 108 yr) massive stars (∼ 8M), which are
the source of Ultra-Violet (UV) photons, plays significant role to estimate SFR. The most direct
method to measure the SFR is the UV continuum from young, massive stars. The IR luminosity
of a star-burst galaxy is due to UV emission these stars absorbed by dust and re-emitted in the
IR region of the spectrum. since strongly star-forming galaxies are often dusty, and uv light is
absorbed, it is difficult to use the observed uv continuum. In contrast, MIR and FIR are easier
to use in cases like this, since it is not extinct, while it (more or less) results from that same
UV radiation. The LIR values I used in this thesis are retrived from RBGS survey of a paper
by Sanders et al. (2003) , see in Section 1.4 . Total IR flux, from mid infrared to far infrared
(8-1000µm) is calculated using the formula given by Sanders and Mirabel (1996).
F IR = 1.8× 10−14{13.48f12 + 5.16f25 + 2.58f60 + f100} (1.1)
where f12, f25, f60 and f100 are flux densities centered at IRAS bands 12, 25, 60 and 100µm.
An attempt was made to compare the newly calculated DL with the existing one, there was no
difference, no wonder the reshift was the same. After evaluating the luminosity distance DL
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Once the LIR calculated, SFR can be estimated using a formula given by Kennicutt (1998)
SFR(Myr






Using conversion factor L = 3.85× 10−33 ergs , equation 1.3 can be written as
SFR(Myr
−1) = 1.7× 10−10LIR[L] (1.4)
1.7 Galactic Winds
What are they? What is their socrce of energy? Are they nuclear or disk driven? Galactic winds
are ubiquitous in most rapidly star forming galaxies in both the local and high redshift universe
(Heckman, 2000, Veilleux et al., 2005). They are believed to play central role in the evolution
of galaxies by ejecting and depositing energy and matter into the in tergalactic medium (IGM).
It then feeds back(affect) the host galaxy, see Section 1.9 for more detail.
Galactic winds affect the evolution of galaxies and the inter galactic medium (IGM) via gas
accretion and star formation (Heckman and Thompson, 2017). The author also added galactic
winds which are powered by the momentum and energy injected by massive stars in the form of
supernovae, stellar winds, and radiation which also may help to regulate star formation within
the galaxies. In other words galactic outflow is a combination of the momentum and kinetic
energy supplied by the winds of massive stars and the ejecta of core collapse supernovae. Line
and continuum emission from hot gas (plasma) have played a major role in identifying Galactic
winds (GWs). Winds are driven by the heating of the interstellar medium (ISM) by supernovae
(SNe) or by the radiation pressure from stars. If the galactic wind has blown all of the gas out
of the galaxy, star formation will cease. In galaxies with high rates of star formation, galactic
winds also play a role by driving gas and dust out of the galaxy disk.
Studies of Na I D interstellar absorption lines (λ5890, λ5896) have shown that galactic winds
occur in most galaxies with high infrared luminosities (Heckman, 2000, Rupke and Veilleux,
2005). According to Croston et al. (2008), outflows heat and enrich intergalactic medium with
metals. Many key observables need gas flows in models explaining them in the cosmological




Interstellar Medium (ISM) is everything found between stars, such as dust (solid particles), ra-
diation and gas (ionized, neutral and molecular). Those heavy elements also depend on the gas
content of galaxies. The star formation rate (the rate at which gas changes to stars) depends
on the gas content. Most of the interstellar medium is composed of interstellar gas, mostly
Hydrogen, while Helium is the second most abundant element.
The interstellar gas has two categories: cold clouds of neutral atomic or molecular hydrogen
is the place where the new stars are born due to gravitational collapse, and hot ionized hydro-
gen near hot young stars (O and B-type stars). Ultraviolet light from these young hot stars
ionizes the surrounding hydrogen gas i.e the electrons recombine with the protons this is known
as an HII region, they emit light which can be detectable in visible spectrum most notably in
the Balmer series of Hydrogen, e.g. the Hα line at a wavelength of 6563 angstroms.
1.9 Feedback Process
Feedback is a process which regulates the growth of galaxies. Star formation (SF) feeds energy
and other materials back into the ISM. Feedback also controls the galactic star formation rate
(SFR). Feedback can also be seen as the impact of young massive stars to their interstellar
medium (ISM), galactic halo, or to the general intergalactic medium (IGM) (Martin, 2003).
It can be seen when massive stars heat the surrounding ISM and impact the surroundings.
Feedback from supernovae (SNe) and supermassive black holes (BHs) plays a significant role
in star formation rates (SFRs), shaping the properties of galaxies and formation of massive
galaxies McCarthy et al. (2010). Feedback and star formation are not separate entities, instead
they show a cyclic process. Star formation will generate certain properties of feedback and this
feedback will generate an outflow or turbulence in the stellar medium and in the intergalactic
medium (IGM) which in turn influences star formation. Figure 1.4 shows this cyclic process.
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Figure 1.4: A cyclic diagram shows the relation between star formation, feedback and outflow
or turbulence. The Figure is based on Agertz and Kravtsov (2015).
1.9.1 Starburst/Active galactic nuclei Feedback
Active galactic nuclei (AGN) at the centers of galaxies have a significant effect on the evolution
of galaxies. AGN is thought to regulate the growth of supermassive black holes (SMBHs). AGN
wind from the pressure inside an accretion disk, which is accelerated by radiation pressure, shock
against the surrounding ISM and drives an outflow in the AGN of the host galaxy (Zubovas
and King, 2014). These authors pointed out, that at the center close to the central black
hole the shocked wind cools rapidly via Compton effect and the velocity of the gas starts to
slow and finally fall back. This will happen till the black hole reaches its critical mass, Mσ '
3.67 ∗ 108σ4200M. Once it reaches this mass the wind is capable of removing the ISM and start
to power the outflow. Figure 1.5 shows the impact of AGN wind to the surrounding ISM.
1.9.2 Supernova Feedback
When the core of young massive stars collapse, tremendous amounts of energy and momen-
tum are injected into the ISM. Supernova feedback is another feedback process which plays a
significant role in galaxy evolution. It is considered to be an influential element which gives
negative feedback through star formation in disk galaxies. i.e supernova explosions (SNe), can
suppress SF by evaporating dense, star-forming clouds, by turbulence and powerful outflows
9
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Figure 1.5: As AGN drives a powerful wind from its accretion disk which shock outside the
Compton cooling radius. The shocked wind sweeps up and drives an outer shock into the hot
ISM. Image is taken from Zubovas and King (2014).
that eject gas. SN feedback controls how much gas is able to condense into galaxies and form
stars. As Booth and Schaye (2013) also reported SNe are effective in suppressing SF in low-mass
(m200 < 10
12M) than high mass objects.
1.9.3 Stellar wind Feedback
Stellar wind feedback is another feedback mechanism that affects the interstellar medium and
plays an central role in the formation of galaxies. Stellar winds are fast moving flowing materials
(heavy metals) ejected from stars, mainly from hot young massive stars. The strength of the




The aim of this project is to analyze both the emission and absorption spectra of Star forming
galaxies (SF). Ultimately the goal is to calculate the masses and energies involved in the gas
ouflows and/or inflows process. But in this thesis I will be adressing the origin of the outflow
and what drives the gas flows:
• Nuclear or disk driven?
• How are the outflows connected to SFR?
• Can the outflows escape the gravitational wells and enrich the intergalactic medium?
The outline of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 I describe our sample which is from SUNBIRD
survey, in Chapter 3 I discuss how I perform the profile fitting of emission and absorption, and
calculate the kinematics of our targets. I present our main results in Chapter 4 and finish with
conclusions in Chapter 5. The appendices images used to checked the results in Chapter 3 and
support the diskussion in Chapter 4. Throughout the thesis I assume a spatially flat cosmology
following Väisänen et al. (2008a) with: H0 = 73 km s






The ongoing survey “SUperNovae and starBursts in the InfraReD” (SUNBIRD) studies nearby
LIRGs with IR luminosities 1011L ≤ LIR < 1012L. Väisänen et al. (2014) and Kankare et al.
(2012) used adaptive optics, AO (used to correct blurring of light due to atmospheric perturba-
tion), and NIR imaging with VLT and Gemini to search dust obscured core-collapse SNe and
study the LIRG hosts of these SNe. The instruments delivered images with a spatial resolu-
tion perfectly complementing existing Hubble Space Telescope (HST) optical data. A sample
of 40 LIRGs were selected from SUNBIRD. The SUNBIRD are IRAS galaxies from the RBGS
(Sanders et al., 2003), the targets are listed on Table 2.1.
To study the evolution of the host-galaxies further, the targets were then observed with op-
tical spectroscopy at Southern African Large Telescope, SALT, using the RSS instrument. The
data were acquired over a span of 3 years, from late 2011 to 2014. The PG1800 grating was
used, a medium resolution Volume Phase Holographic (VPH) grating at R ∼3000. The rest
frame wavelength coverage was rest frame region of 5600 - 6930Å and the physical size of the
slit during observations was 1′′ width and 8′ long.
The targets are at various stages of interactions and mergers of gas-rich spirals (Sanders et al.,
2009). These galaxies are in the local universe at distances ranging from 30≤DL ≤205 Mpc. I
estimated the luminosity distance DL from the redshift calculated using the observations. The
exposure times range from 900s to 3000.6s, though the majority of our targets have exposure
time of 1800s. Most of the photometry of our sample of galaxies is studied and presented by
Randriamanakoto et al. (2013).
Our SALT spectra always show very strong Hα emission from the warm ionized gas, some-
times extending far outside the visible galaxy with velocities indicating expanding bubbles. To
estimate SFR, Hβ and the higher order Balmer emission lines could be used but they are weak
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and more sensitive to stellar absorption than Hα. There is also a strong neutral Na D absorption
due to the cool interstellar material which is often blue or red shifted from the galaxy’s systemic
velocity, indicating cool gas outflows and/or inflows.
The data reduction was done by Vaisanen, Tekola and Ramphul (priv. communication). For
the reduction and calibration, they developed pipeline using Python. The standard reduction
procedures can be summarised as: bias correction, flat fielding, cosmic ray removal, wavelength
calibration, background subtraction, spectrum extraction and flux calibration was done. Fig-
ure 2.1 shows the process for data reduction procedure used by Ramphul(priv. communication)
which is also used in this thesis.
Table 2.1 lists the basic properties of the galaxies in our sample. Figure 2.2 shows the distri-
Figure 2.1: showing the procedure of the data reduction process, taken from Ramphul (priv.
communication)
bution of our targets in IRASBGs Sanders et al. (2003) for galaxies up to z ∼ 0.05 as they are
listted in Table 2.1.
Some of our targets were observed two or three times in different position angles (position of
14
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of our targets from the SUNBIRD sample shown in blue circles with
the IRASBGs (Sanders et al., 2003) shown in black points.
the slit relative to North) to get sufficient information about the targets. Table 2.1 shows list
of our targets, coordinates of observations, number of observations in position angles and their
type, see the categories in Section 3.3.
Table 2.1 arranged based on LIR which are taken from Sanders et al. (2003). It contains 40
galaxies from our sample. There are repeated obeservation up to three in different slit position.
I used the position angle (PA) in the bracket to idetify the repeated galaxies. The coordinates
are taken from NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED). Most of the redshifts are taken
from NED and I estimated few of them. Those I estimated are indicated in bold on Table 2.1.
The luminosity distance DL was calculated from the redshift.
The target’s type is also taken from Simbad and identified as;
G (Galaxy), HIIG (HIIgalaxy), GIG (Galaxy in Group of Galaxies), EmG (Emission line
Galaxy), GIC (Galaxy in clusters), Sy2 (Syfert2), IG (Interacting Galaxy) and Gpair (Galaxy
15
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pair).
Table 2.1: Properties of the sample
Object Name RA DEC z PA LIR DL Object
(J2000) (J2000) Type
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
ESO428-G023 07h22m09.4s −29d14m08s 0.010 261 10.76 85 G
ESO440-IG058(PA=245) 12h06m51.7s −31d56m46s 0.023 245.5 10.79 95 Gpair
ESO491-G020 07h09m48.1s −27d34m15s 0.010 257 10.86 10 GIG
NGC4433 12h27m38.6s −08d16m42s 0.010 187.7 10.87 5 EmG
NGC1204(PA=173) 03h04m39.9s −12d20m29s 0.015 73 10.88 70 Sy2
NGC1204(PA=253) 03h04m39.9s −12d20m29s 0.015 253 10.88 70 Sy2
MCG-02-33-098 13h02m20.4s −15d46m00s 0.016 246 10.89 65 G
NGC1819(PA=125) 05h11m46.1s +05d12m02s 0.015 125 10.9 120 GIC
ESO154-G010 02h45m08.7s -55d44m26s 0.0185 24.5 - 30 G
NGC1819 (PA=225) 05h11m46.1s +05d12m02s 0.015 225 10.9 120 GIC
NGC3508 11h02m59.7s −16d17m22s 0.013 14.5 10.90 20 EmG
NGC6000 15h49m49.5s −29d23m13s 0.010 174 10.97 155 AGN
ESO550-IG025(PA=242) 04h21m20.1s −18d48m57s 0.032 242 11.03 55 IG
ESO319-G022 11h27m54.1s −41d36m52s 0.016 295 11.04 85 G
ESO264-G057 10h59m01.8s −43d26m26s 0.017 96.6 11.08 105 G
IC4280 13h32m53.4s -24d12m26s 0.016 29 11.08 60 G
ESO320-G030(PA=90) 11h53m11.7s −39d07m49s 0.0102 90 11.10 145 HIIG
ESO320-G030(PA=135) 11h53m11.7s −39d07m49s 0.0102 135 11.10 145 HIIG
NGC2369 (PA=250) 07h16m37.7s -62d20m37s 0.011 250 11.10 5 GIG
NGC2369(PA=350) 07h16m37.7s -62d20m37s 0.011 350 11.10 5 GIG
ESO221-IG010 13h50m56.9s −49d03m20s 0.010 150 11.17 20 GIG
ESO267-G030 12h14m12.9s −47d13m42s 0.018 135 11.19 110 G
ESO440-IG058(PA=57.8) 12h06m51.9s −31d56m58s 0.023 57.8 11.22 70 Gpair
ESO550-IG025 (PA=219) 04h21m20.0s −18d48m39s 0.034 219 11.24 155 IG
CGCG049-057(PA=199) 15h13m13.1s +07d13m3 0.013 199 11.27 20 G
CGCG049-057(PA=0) 15h13m13.1s +07d13m3 0.013 0 11.27 20 G
NGC3110(PA=43.7) 10h04m02.1s −06d28m29s 0.017 43.7 11.31 145 HIIG
NGC3110 (PA=111) 10h04m02.1s −06d28m29s 0.017 111 11.31 145 HIIG
NGC3110(PA=185) 10h04m02.1s −06d28m29s 0.017 185 11.31 145 HIIG
ESO264-G036 10h43m07.7s −46d12m45s 0.021 294 11.35 130 GIG
IRASF17138-1017 17h16m35.8s -10d20m39s 0.017 0 11.42 0 -
IRASF06076-2139 06h09m45.8s -21d40m24s 0.037 61 11.59 25 -
IRAS12116-5615 12h14m22.1s -56d32m33s 0.027 231 11.59 150 G
IRASF01364-1042 01h38m52.9s -10d27m11s 0.048 42 11.76 35 -
IRASF08520-6850(PA=50) 08h52m29.9s -69d01m58s 0.045 50 11.76 75 -
IRASF08520-6850(PA=108) 08h52m29.9s -69d01m58s 0.045 108 11.76 75 -
IRASF18293-3413(PA=55) 18h32m41.1s -34d11m27s 0.018 55 11.81 120 Gpair
IRAS18293-3413(PA=128) 18h32m41.1s -34d11m27s 0.0182 128 11.81 120 Gpair
NGC6240 (PA=45) 16h52m58.9s +02d24m03s 0.0245 45 11.85 25 Sy2
NGC6240(PA=90) 16h52m58.9s +02d24m03s 0.0245 90 11.85 25 Sy2
Note. Col(4): redshift, Col(5): slit position, Col(6): bolometric IR luminosity(log(LIR/L)),








3.1 Fitting Hα emission line profiles
To get the centroid wavelength of the three emission lines NII [λ6548 & λ6583] and Hα[λ6563],
two python packages with two corresponding functions were used. A Gaussian function was fitted
using a Levenberg-Marquardt fitting (LMfit) routine in Python/Scipy and the Gauss-Hermite
function fitted using a nonlinear least squares kmpfit package from the Kapteyn Python module
(mainly for data with huge wings or skewed distribution), see Equation 3.1.
Following Van Eymeren et al. (2010), I fitted line profiles. The latter function is also an ideal
to fit asymmetric profiles. Thus, I have used this function to fit some of our asymmetric line
profiles since most of our targets are asymmetric. The region i.e the wavelength range used for
the fit containing emission lines NII [λ6548 & λ6583] and Hα was isolated, eg. see the integrated
spectra of one of our target IRAS18293-3413 on Figure 3.1. Since our window (of selected region)
depends on the size of continuum and redshift change, it varies object to object. The resaon for
having a varing window is due too short continuum, eg. IRAS12116-5615, NGC6240 are some
of them.
Depending on the spectra of target the width of the window varies from minimum λ6550 to
maximum λ6934. A first order polynomial was fitted to the continuum of each spectrum by tak-
ing the lower and upper limits of the selected regions and then subtracted. Once the continuum
fitted, I used constraints Flux [N II ]λ6583 /3=Flux [N II ]λ6548 by following Schnorr-Müller
et al. (2014), also their relative distance was fixed. I fitted all the three emission lines simulta-
neously both for Gaussian and Gauss-Hermite function cases, see Figure 3.2.



































where A is the amplitude, xc center and σ is the width. Equation 3.1 is a pure Gaussian when
h3=h4=0.
Figure 3.1: The upper panel shows the integrated spectra which contains Na D doublets (shown
in strong absorption lines to the left) from the cool neutral gas and Hα (shown in strong emission
lines to the right) from hot ionized gas. The lower panel shows the 2D spectral image of
IRAS18293-3413. Na D shown in black doublets (left) where as Hα and NII[6548, 6583.6]
(right) shown as bright emission lines
3.2 Fitting Na D absorption line profiles
The same approach as Hα emission line fitting has been used to select the region Na I D ab-
sorption doublet, as well as to include the neighboring HeI λ5876 emission line and continuum
fitting.
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The width of the window goes from min λ5888 to maximum λ6223. Na D absorption lines are
either from interstellar gas or from cool stars, whereas the HeI line presumably originates in HII
regions behind the Na D absorbing gas. Here since HeI line is also from the HII regions it used
as a consistency check of Halpha fit of the narrow line (Hα) profile fit, although the values of
the fit are not published in this work. The initial parameter of NaD was estimated using the
rest wavelength and the redshift and keep the distance between the doublets 6 Angestrom.
The Gaussian fitting method is effective to find the centroid wavelength but is not effective
for spectra with large wings (skewed to the blue or red wards relative to systemic) which is an
unambiguous indicator of outflowing and infall of gas respectively. Thus, to fit those skewed
wings I used Gauss-Hermite function by fixing the kurtosis to zero. The h3 parameter is affected
by the wings and to reduce the number of free parameters of the fit I used a Gauss-Hermite
by fixing the kurtosis, and the skewness parameter helps to fit the wings, see Figure 3.2. Most
of the Na D-absorption features of our target shows unblended line profiles, i.e they were mod-
eled with a single kinematic component. However very few of them showed asymmetrical and
complex profiles that indicate the presence of an additional secondary component, and therefore
they require two Gaussian pairs for the fit which I did not go through. The presence of blended
components is expected as the Na D absorption feature may have originated in the neutral gas
clouds of the ISM as well as in the stars.
Figure 3.2 shows a profile for IC4280 unfitted outflow in the Gaussian case which is not problem-
atic in Gauss-Hermite routine. I fitted the two the two absorption lines and He I emission
line simultaneously both for Gaussian and Gauss-Hermite function cases.
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Figure 3.2: A single Gaussian fit for both Hα-[NII] (top left) and He I-Na D (bottom left) and
Gauss-Hermite fit (right). In all cases, red solid line is the total fit of dotted individual fits.
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3.3 Rotation curves
Once fitting was done, velocities for emission and absorption lines were calculated from the







where ∆λ is the difference between oberved wavelength and rest wavelength λe and v is the
velocity calculated from the fit and c is the speed of light.
I used average velocities of the two NII [λ6548, λ6583] and Hα[λ6563] which are from the hot
ionized gas. The uncertainties summed in quadrature.The line profiles with afitted amplitude
less than three sigma were ejected. By using visual inspection the data and then select more
profiles which visually looked like real emission.
SNR = (SNR1 + SNR2 + SNR3)/weight (3.4)
where
• SNR1 = A1A1err
• SNR2 = A2A2err
• SNR3 = A3A3err






Note: SNR1, SNR2 and SNR3 are for NII[6548], Hα and NII[6583] repectively. Also A1,
A2, A3, A1err, A2err, A3err are amplitudes and their error. The same procedure followed for
NaD. But the SNR for NaD is only the average of the two velocities i.e. NaD[5890,5896]. Then I
plotted velocity in km s−1 vs distance from the galactic center with error bars. I plotted distance
in arc-seconds x-axis (top) plotted and bottom in kiloparsec (kpc). Pixel to parsec and pixel
to arcsec conversion values are taken from Ramphul (priv, communication). Only two of our
targets, CGCG049-057(PA=0) and IRAS12116-5615 had a sapatial selection bins of 4, the rest
are bin 2. And except the two objects CGCG049-057(PA=0) and IRAS12116-5615, all others
are 1 pixel wide.
To plot Na D rotation curve, I used the average of the doublets and the same procedure as
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plotting for emission that I used above. I plotted the rotation of the ionized and the cool neu-
tral gas together in one plot to study the feedback.
Three approaches were compared to estimate the systemic velocity, Vsys. The first method,
method I, the VsysI was estimated at the maximum location of peak continuum. The location of
the peak continuum is defined by the spatial axis location of maximum counts after collapsing
the 2D spectral image in the spectral dispersion direction. For method II, the spatial coordinate
where the rotation curve starts to flatten (i.e. where the gradient rapidly becomes shallower
or even changes sign) is chosen on both sides of the galaxy. The corresponding velocities at
maximum and minimum define the full range, and the VsysII is determined as the value exactly
at the middle of these. And the third, method III, VsysIII is determined the mid point between
the maximum and minimum velocities from the rotation curve. For all the three methods the
systemic Vsys, offset velocity ∆V, maximum velocity Vmax and escape velocity Vesc calculated
and also each methods was compared . VsysI and ∆VI was preferred from method I for further
analysis. I preferred VsysI than others because in all cases mehtod I has both NaD and Hα
which ideal to estimate Vsys. Then ∆VI was calculated from Vsys, see Section 4.2. Method
II has limitations in caseses where the rotation curve does not flatten off or when the rotation
curve is complex such as interacting cases for not flattening rotation curves and interacting cases.
Method III was used for Vmax since it is less subjective than method II. Vmax from method III
was estimated directly from the rotation curve. In this method(III) there are cases where the
nearest values used; for cases where NaD does not extend as far as Hα. Through out the thesis
notations I, II and III used for method one, method two, and method three respectively.
Method I was used as a plotting axis due to the reason that contains(touch) both NaD and Hα.
And the Vsys of Method II and Method III VsysI plotted over method I axis. In some cases there
only one or two lines might be seen when each method overlap each other, i.e in cases when
there are the same value of Vsys between each of the three methods.
The targets’ rotation curve grouped in to two different categories based on:
• i, The angle between the slit and the major axis of rotation, which I refer hereafter as
position angle, θ and
• ii,offset velocity, ∆VI.
The first group(i) subdivided as θ below and above 45◦, for more detail see Section 3.4. The
second group(ii) also subgrouped into three, which is based on the offset velocity values; small
offset (up to 30 kms−1), medium offset (30-100 kms−1) and big offset (>100 kms−1). Refer
Section 3.5.
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3.4 Based on Position angle
In this thesis the angle between the major axis and the slit position will be referred as position
angle θ. I grouped rotation curves into cases where the slit was less than 45◦ from the major
axis or over 45◦ from the major axis. This is done since I expect conical outflows to be along
the minor axis. In this case where slit is more than 45◦ from the major axis is the ones I expect
to see conical outflows. But for simplicity through out this thesis I will refer θ less than 45◦ as
major axis and the groups where θ above 45◦ as minor axis.
Table 3.1 provides list of measurements about this group. The Table contains both groups.
From the table 1 to 28 is groupI where (θ < 45◦) from the major axis. And from 28 to 40 is
groupII where θ was greater than 45◦ from the major axis. Since maximum Vmax of the rotation
velocity associated with PA it is included here.
In the first catagory or major axis group, except a few cases, almost all show a corotation of
Hα and NaD. Most of the gas seems originating from the disk. While the second, minor axis
group shows very large offset (from the systemic which might indicate that the gas is originating
from the nuclear region), some are intermediate, i.e nucear and disk, and some of the targets
show unusal rotation curves which is difficult to group.For more detail see Figures 3.3 and
3.4. Horizontal line is used to identify each of the sub groups. In Table 3.1 the specific star
formation rate, sSFR and SFR are taken from Ramphul (priv. communication) and the rest of
the measurements are evaluated by the author.
The origin of the gas was studied based on the shape of rotation curve of neutral NaD relative to
ionised Hα and also considering the offset velocity values ∆V. The origin of the gas catagorised
as nuclear and disk driven. The first group which are identified as nuclear driven gas, the shape
of NaD curve realtive to Hα which seems coming from the center of the galaxy. And the second
group which are identified as disk driven gas, the roation of NaD shows following the rotation
of Hα which is an indicator of disk driven gas. For detail refer Section 4.3 and Tables 4.1 and
4.2
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Table 3.1: Major (θ < 45◦) and Minor (θ > 45◦)
Name of target PAgal θ SFR sSFR M VmaxI VmaxII VmaxIII Type
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
IRASF17138-1017 72.2 0 1.65 -9.26 10.8 161.73 152.12 148.80 s.burst
MCG-02-33-098 66.2 1 1.18 -9.30 10.15 172.55 102.92 159.54 s.busrt
CGCG049-057(PA=199) 53.9 1 1.5 -9.99 9.74 61.04 97.23 97.23 s.burst
NGC4433 38.6 2.7 1.1 -9.33 9.85 215.60 176.90 205.25 s.busrt
NGC1204(PA=173) 63.9 3 1.11 -10.16 10.34 263.30 213.02 190.43 s.burst
NGC1204(PA=253) 63.9 3 1.11 -10.16 10.34 251.12 181.47 181.47 s.burst
ESO428-G023 41.8 4 0.99 -9.74 10.39 195.13 215.16 166.75 s.burst
NGC1819(PA=125) 61.9 5 1.13 -9.79 10.59 42.84 42.85 33.63 SBO
ESO154-G010 42.8 5.5 - - 10.2 50.53 34.23 33.73 -
NGC3508 54.0 5.5 1.13 -9.46 10.22 212.18 182.84 185.37 s.burst
ESO550-IG025(PA=242) 134.2 7 1.26 - 10.49 204.17 243.15 236.53 pair/triple
IRASF01364-1042 205.5 7 1.99 - 10.13 178.61 96.53 100.27 s.burst
IRAS18293-3413(PA=128) 75.7 8 2.04 -11.25 10.63 269.57 185.90 185.90 s.burst
ESO264-G057 71.6 8.4 1.31 -9.45 10.41 126.37 105.74 109.58 s.burst
ESO320-G030(PA=135) 42.4 10 1.33 -9.59 10.32 158.78 209.52 209.52 s.burst
ESO440-IG058(PA=57.8) 97.0 12 1.51 - 10.34 245.17 143.93 170.33 s.burst
ESO264-G036 85.3 16 1.58 -9.97 10.77 248.05 287.22 263.66 s.burst
NGC6000 30.2 19 1.2 -9.54 - 223.11 210.52 200.53 s.burst
CGCG049-057(PA=0) 53.9 20 1.5 -9.99 9.74 61.59 109.04 109.04 s.burst
NGC6240 (PA=45) 99.4 20 2.08 - - 428.74 294.14 309.83 s.burst
ESO267-G030 77.0 25 1.42 -9.56 10.56 258.53 230.33 260.18 s.burst
IRASF08520-6850(PA=50) 191.7 25 1.99 - - 248.61 241.88 147.75
ESO440-IG058(PA=245) 97.4 29.5 0.82 -10.28 9.76 12.22 7.46 24.49 s.burst
ESO319-G022 68.0 30 1.27 -9.85 10.2 0.15 27.28 25.21 s.burst
IC4280 67.8 31 1.31 - - 310.43 348.20 314.91 s.burst
IRASF08520-6850(PA=108) 191.7 33 1.99 - - 63.12 155.15 152.41 -
NGC3110 (PA=111) 70.1 34 1.5 -9.39 10.57 124.95 139.28 132.24 s.busrt
IRASF06076-2139 158.2 36 1.8 -9.86 10.45 419.52 286.48 263.88 s.burst
ESO320-G030(PA=90) 44.6 55 1.33 -9.59 10.32 279.50 242.30 242.30 s.burst
IRASF18293-3413(PA=55) 75.7 65 2.04 -11.23 10.63 293.53 256.74 270.68 s.burst
NGC6240(PA=90) 99.4 65 2.08 - - 441.83 431.80 603.37 s.burst
NGC2369 (PA=250) 44.8 65 1.33 - - 61.45 72.56 205.89 -
ESO491-G020 41.1 67 1.0 -9.46 10.08 569.67 343.21 327.99 s.burst
NGC1819 (PA=225) 61.9 75 1.13 -9.79 10.59 998.91 902.37 756.07 SBO
IRAS12116-5615 113.6 99 1.82 - 10.4 431.69 419.36 454.41 s.burst
NGC3110(PA=43.7) 70.1 101 1.54 -9.39 10.57 1169.81 1005.40 1005.40 s.burst
ESO550-IG025 (PA=219) 134.2 116 1.47 - 10.58 335.45 216.20 224.64 pair/triple
ESO221-IG010 42.8 130 1.4 -9.26 10.28 111.86 110.59 94.72 s.burst
NGC3110(PA=185) 70.1 140 1.54 -9.39 10.57 320.98 312.55 304.79 s.burst
NGC2369(PA=350) 44.8 165 1.33 - - 324.46 253.05 301.13 -
Notes. Col(1): Name of galaxies, Col(2): θ(in degree),Col(3): position angle of galaxy Col(4):
Log(SFR(M/yr)) Col(5): Log(sSFR(yr




−1), Col(10): type of object. Note: the table contains both the ma-
jor and minor axis groups. And the middle double horizontal line is used to identify each of the sub
groups
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(3.4.1) IRASF171381017[PA=0◦] (3.4.2) MCG0233098[PA=246◦]
(3.4.3) CGCG049-057[PA=199◦] (3.4.4) NGC4433[PA=187◦]
(3.4.5) NGC1204[PA=73◦] (3.4.6) NGC1204[PA=253◦]
Figure 3.3: Major axis observations θ < 45. The red and black with error bars show Hα and NaD
respectively. The error bars show the uncertanities of the profile fitting. The green, yellow and
red dashed lines indicate the x-position(in arecsec/kpc) of VsysI,VsysII and VsysIII respectively
plotted on method I axis. Blue line shows the VsysI.
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(3.4.7) ESO428G023[PA=261◦] (3.4.8) NGC1819[PA=125◦]
(3.4.9) ESO154G010[PA=24.5◦] (3.4.10) NGC3508[PA=14◦]
(3.4.11) ESO550-IG025[PA=242◦] (3.4.12) IRASF013641042[PA=42◦]
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(3.4.13) IRASF18293-3413[PA=128◦] (3.4.14) ESO264G057[PA=276◦]
(3.4.15) ESO320-G030[PA=135◦] (3.4.16) ESO440-IG058B[PA=57◦]
(3.4.17) ESO264G036[PA=294◦] (3.4.18) NGC6000[PA=174◦]
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(3.4.19) CGCG049-057[PA=0◦] (3.4.20) NGC6240[PA=45◦]
(3.4.21) ESO267-G030[PA=135◦] (3.4.22) IRASF085206850[PA=50◦]
(3.4.23) ESO440IG058[PA=245◦] (3.4.24) ESO319-G022[PA=295◦]
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(3.4.25) IC4280[PA=29◦] (3.4.26) IRASF085206850[PA=108◦]
(3.4.27) IRASF060762139[PA=61◦] (3.4.28) NGC3110[PA=111◦]
Figure 3.3: Continued. Major axis observations θ < 45. The red and black with error bars
show Hα and NaD respectively. The error bars show the uncertanities of the profile fitting. The
green, yellow and red dashed lines indicate the x-position(in arecsec/kpc) of VsysI,VsysII and
VsysIII respectively plotted on method I axis. Blue line shows the VsysI.
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Figure 3.4: Minor axis observations θ > 45. Note: The green, blue, yellow and red lines have
the same meaning as Section 3.3.
(3.4.1) ESO320-G030[PA=90◦] (3.4.2) IRASF18293-3413[PA=55◦]
(3.4.3) NGC6240[PA=90◦] (3.4.4) NGC2369[PA=250◦]
(3.4.5) ESO491-G020[PA=257◦] (3.4.6) NGC1819[PA=225◦]
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(3.4.7) IRAS121165615[PA=231◦] (3.4.8) NGC3110[PA=43.7◦]
(3.4.9) ESO550IG025[PA=219◦] (3.4.10) ESO221IG010[PA=150◦]
(3.4.11) NGC3110[PA=185◦] (3.4.12) NGC2369[PA=350◦]
Figure 3.4: Continued. Minor axis observations θ > 45. Note: The green, blue, yellow and red
lines have the same meaning as Section 3.3.
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3.5 Based on Offset Velocity
This is the second grouping of the rotation curve of our samples. NaD offset velocity from
method one is used for the grouping, see Section 4.2 for the estimation of NaD offset veocity. I
preferred method one since the systemic velocity contains both NaD and Hα where method two
and method three do not do. Based on the value of NaD offset velocity relative to Hα curve, I
grouped the rotation curves into three categories. Small offset; up to 30 km s−1, medium offset;
30 to 100 km s−1 and large offset more than 100 km s−1.
3.5.1 Small offset(up to 30 km s−1)
In this group almost all of the targets show Hα rotation except IRASF08520-6850(PA=108) and
IRASF013641042. There is an offset velocity of NaD relative to Hα upto 30 km s−1 and it has
been also seen offset of Hα up to 83 km s−1.
3.5.2 Medium Offset Velocity(30-100 km s−1)
This group also shows a clear rotation of both Hα and NaD, though there are a few cases which
shows unclear rotation. The redshifted velocity which is interpreted as an infall gas reaches
∼100 km s−1. It has also very large Vmax reaching 1005 km s−1.
3.5.3 Large Offset Velocity (100-380 km s−1)
In this group the largest offset of NaD is seen up to 380km s−1. There are two cases that I used
the nearest value since there is no NaD which extend as far as Hα. Eg. NGC2369 [PA=250]
and ESO319-G022.
Table 3.2 shows all the three subgroups based on offset.
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Table 3.2: Group based on offset
Object Name VsysI VsysII VsysIII ∆VI ∆VII ∆VIII HαII HαIII VescI VescII VescIII
(km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
ESO491-G020 2953.86 3032.41 3037.69 -0.46 67.82 72.73 78.56 83.84 1464.08 882.08 842.95
IRASF08520-6850(108) 13543.82 13483.00 13484.81 0.67 -66.16 -64.75 -60.82 -59.01 162.22 398.75 391.70
NGC2369 (350) 3197.17 3258.35 3217.16 2.98 46.61 19.19 61.19 20.00 833.89 650.35 773.91
NGC3508 3856.33 3880.54 3878.45 -3.81 9.97 8.75 24.21 22.12 545.32 469.91 476.42
CGCG049-057(199) 3895.70 3864.78 3864.78 7.79 -24.63 -24.63 -30.92 -30.92 156.87 249.89 249.89
CGCG049-057(0) 3890.54 3852.45 3852.45 15.00 -18.20 -18.20 -38.10 -38.10 158.29 280.24 280.24
ESO320-G030(90) 3065.62 3084.28 3084.28 -16.96 1.96 1.96 18.66 18.66 718.33 622.73 622.73
IRASF01364-1042 14431.78 14476.00 14473.99 17.35 -44.77 -48.65 44.22 42.20 459.05 248.09 257.71
IRAS18293-3413(128) 5459.09 5526.54 5526.54 19.30 72.51 72.51 67.45 67.45 692.82 477.78 477.78
ESO550-IG025(242) 9776.39 9745.91 9751.09 29.35 9.60 12.96 -30.48 -25.30 524.74 624.90 607.88
ESO440-IG058(245) 6993.34 6997.00 6983.91 30.07 26.85 -18.00 3.66 -9.43 31.41 19.17 62.95
ESO267-G030 5469.12 5488.70 5467.98 31.16 48.85 30.53 19.58 -1.14 664.45 591.97 668.67
ESO320-G030(135) 3123.33 3079.62 3079.62 34.50 4.52 4.52 -43.70 -43.70 408.07 538.47 538.47
NGC4433 2969.94 3006.00 2979.58 35.86 19.62 36.37 36.06 9.64 554.10 454.64 527.51
IRASF08520-6850(50) 13476.38 13481.19 13548.42 -46.03 -49.07 -4.33 4.81 72.04 638.95 621.65 379.72
MCG-02-33-098 4796.38 4864.22 4809.05 -46.91 -1.62 -37.97 67.83 12.67 443.46 264.51 410.04
ESO 154-G010 5549.23 5560.08 5560.42 48.27 40.92 40.97 10.85 11.19 129.86 87.98 86.69
IRASF17138-1017 5190.52 5198.09 5200.70 -48.87 -41.28 -38.66 7.57 10.19 415.65 390.96 382.43
ESO440-IG058(57.8) 6812.59 6905.93 6881.60 -49.53 -7.42 -22.87 93.35 69.01 630.11 369.91 437.75
IRASF18293-3413(55) 5481.67 5494.33 5489.53 50.13 59.86 55.58 12.66 7.86 754.40 659.84 695.66
ESO264-G057 5099.36 5115.00 5112.09 72.28 60.94 61.72 15.64 12.72 324.78 271.75 281.62
NGC3110(185) 5067.73 5072.99 5077.83 79.14 82.73 86.04 5.26 10.10 824.94 803.27 783.32
ESO550-IG025(219) 9604.58 9636.77 9634.49 -80.31 -38.27 -48.94 32.19 29.91 862.13 555.64 577.33
IC4280 4893.57 4875.00 4891.37 88.37 80.55 87.44 -18.57 -2.20 797.82 894.90 809.34
NGC3110(43.7) 5066.42 5091.96 5091.96 94.73 100.04 100.04 25.54 25.54 3006.48 2583.92 2583.92
NGC1204(73) 4463.41 4509.45 4530.14 -99.57 -92.43 -88.24 46.05 66.73 676.69 547.47 489.42
NGC1204(253) 4429.38 4493.17 4493.17 -100.82 -82.51 -82.51 63.78 63.78 645.39 466.40 466.40
NGC1819(225) 4400.29 4421.00 4452.39 111.17 115.22 109.07 20.71 52.11 2567.25 2319.14 1943.13
NGC3110(111) 5098.67 5089.00 5093.75 111.53 96.50 103.90 -9.67 -4.92 321.13 357.95 339.86
NGC2369 (250) 3316.21 3312.04 3262.06 113.86 110.49 66.90 -4.17 -54.15 157.92 186.50 529.15
ESO 221-IG010 3148.34 3148.96 3156.78 129.86 130.54 137.79 0.63 8.44 287.47 284.21 243.43
NGC1819(125) 4439.76 4439.75 4447.36 138.68 138.68 140.93 -0.01 7.61 110.10 110.12 86.43
NGC6000 2170.97 2179.48 2186.22 141.02 143.61 146.87 8.50 15.25 573.39 541.05 515.38
ESO428-G023 2987.77 2970.03 3012.91 155.40 145.73 166.10 -17.74 25.14 501.50 552.98 428.56
IRASF06076-2139 11238.00 11259.46 11263.11 166.80 188.03 190.30 21.46 25.10 1078.18 736.26 678.18
ESO264-G036 6154.21 6123.00 6141.78 171.89 141.74 159.38 -31.21 -12.44 637.50 738.17 677.62
ESO319-G022 4875.37 4857.38 4858.75 185.89 126.30 127.67 -18.00 -16.63 0.40 70.11 64.80
NGC6240(90) 7285.19 7288.86 7226.07 192.14 191.51 155.87 3.67 -59.12 1135.53 1109.75 1550.69
IRAS12116-5615 8146.13 8146.66 8145.15 201.04 201.38 197.62 0.53 -0.98 1109.47 1077.78 1167.87
NGC6240(45) 7451.41 7560.95 7548.18 380.37 337.34 324.30 109.54 96.77 1101.88 755.95 796.27
Notes. Col(1): Name of targets, Col(2, 3 and 4): systemic velocity Vsys of the galaxy for the
three methods, method I, method II and method III, Col(5, 6 and 7): offset velocities ∆V, Col(8
and 9): Hα offset velocities (method II and III), Col(10, 11 and 12): escape velocities VsysI,
VsysII and VsysIII. Note: I, II and III indicates the three methods, method I, method II and
method III rspectively. Horizontal line is used to identify each of the sub groups.
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4.1 Relation between the three methods
As I mentioned above in Section 3.3 three methods were used to estimate the systemic velocity
Vsys. Unfortunately, apart from the Vrot errors, I don’t have errors for the Vsys and Vmax and
∆V. Note that due to the complicated morphology of the galaxies, the systematic effects re-
sulting from the definitions and methods of determination of these values actually dominate the
formal fitting errors. Hence, the best indication of uncertainties in the said velocity parameters
come from comparing the three independent methods of arriving at these values. To compare
the consistency of the three methods, I plot the difference between methods I and methods II
versus method III and method II both for Vsys and Vmax. Refer Figure 4.1 which shows this
relation for Vsys(left panel) and Vmax(right panel) respectively. In most of the cases the values
of Vsys, ∆V and Vmax show an agreement mostly in method II and method III since both are
estimated from the roation curve as already mentioned in Section 3.3.
I calculated the dispersion (σ) for both Vsys and Vmax cases. And I find σ of 28.6 and 22 km s
−1
for (left panel of Figure 4.1) which is VsysI-VsysII versus VsysIII-VsysII respectively. And also the
I found dispersion for (right panel of Figure 4.1) which is VmaxI-VmaxII versus VmaxIII-VmaxII
is 44 and 54.8 km s−1 respectively. The reason the two approaches(method II and method III)
differ from method I might be due to:
a), the galaxy may be very disturbed or;
b), dust extinction; infrared images might help in this regard.
Since method I is estimated from the maximum location of the peak continuum, as defined
earlier in Section 3.3, here I do not see a close consistency as method II and III do, refer to
Figure 4.1. Method II and III are close together, though they show some of the points scattered
is mostly due to several outliers, i.e targets with unusual shape of rotation curve. Eg. ESO319-
G022(PA=295◦), IRASF08520-6850(PA=50◦),ESO440-IG058(PA=245◦) and NGC2369[PA=250◦],
37
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see Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Also for these Four targets the ∆VIII was estimated using the near-
est(NaD data point) values for calculation, since the is no NaD data point at VsysIII. But note
that ∆VIII and VsysIII are not used for further analysis as mentioned in Section 3.3.
Figure 4.1: Relation between systemic velocities of the three methods left panel and relation
between maximum velocities of the three method right panel
4.2 Relation between SFR with Offset and Rotational velocities
Once I determine the Vsys, I already have the line of sight velocity VLOS that is also calculated
from the Doppler equation (calculated from the line profile fits using python, as mentioned in
Section 3.3). The VLOS tells us how fast the gas is moving directly towards or away from us.
However, what is needed here is to know is how fast the gas is rotating around the galaxy center;
thus, I get the pure rotational speed using the equation
V rot = V LOS − V sys (4.1)
for all of our targets I have done inclination correction (which tells how the intrinsic rotation
velocities of the galaxy are projected to the observed line-of-sight velocities).
V rot =
V LOS − V sys
cos(θ)sin(i)
(4.2)
where θ is is the angle between the slit and the major axis of rotation, and i inclination of the
galaxy. Note that: the author used major and minor axis values to calculate inclination and
position angle of the galaxy all are taken from Two Micron All-Sky Survey (2MASS). The offset
velocity, ∆V estimated from the centroid VLOS of the emission and the centroid VLOS of the
38
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absorption lines respectively.
∆V = V ems − V abs (4.3)
where Vems and Vabs are centroid line of sight velocity of the emission and centroid line of sight
velocity of the absorption lines respectively. In otherwords Vems and Vabs are already calculated
from the fit as described in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. The calculated ∆V values for all our
targets are listed in section 3.5, see Table 3.2. Once ∆V calculated, one need to see if there is a
correlation between outflowing material and SFR of the galaxy. The second grouping method,
method II was used since it is based on offset. There is an expectation that the outflow would
correlate with SFR (Rupke and Veilleux, 2005). But our way of estimating Vsys is different from
theirs, so that one can not do a one to one correlation.
Figure 4.2 shows the log-log plot of NaD offset velocity, ∆V versus SFR (left panel) and also
∆V vs specific star formation rate, sSFR (right panel). There is no correlation seen between
the outflow velocity and sSFR as well. Martin (2005) see a positive correlation between outflow
velocity and SFR, though they estimated the Vsys from NaD line ratios which is different from
our method. A recent study by Sugahara et al., 2017 also checked. The authors used two meth-
ods to calculate the outflowing velocity; the bulk outflow and the maximum ouflow velocities.
And they found a correlation with the maximum velocity of the outflow and no correlation with
the bulk outflow. Again I can not compare our result with those studies because their way of
estimation of the Vsys is absorption line based. where in our case it is based on Hα. Another
reason might be the position angels taken from 2MASS are for the total galaxy so the major axis
based on 2MASS could be minor axis from the inside of the galaxy and vice versa, eg NGC1819.
There are also other cases the internal part of the galaxy is disturbed and different from the
outside. Eg. ESO428-G023, ESO319-G022, ESO428-G023 and NGC3110.
Before I compare Vmax with SFR, I checked the same galaxies with different slit position(PA)
observation along the major and minor axis, see Figure 4.3. It is shown that minor axis obser-
vations appear to have high velocity compared to the major axis observations. I need also to see
if there is a correlation between circular velocity of the host-galaxy Vmax and SFR. Figure 4.4
shows Vmax vs SFR for targets in group based on offset velocity, for more detail refer Section 3.4.
Figure 4.4 (left panel) shows the first subgroup based on θ which is (θ <45) from the major
axis, also see Figure 3.3. Figure 4.4 (right panel) shows the second subgroup based on θ which
is (θ >45) from the major axis, also see Figure 3.4. There is no correlation seen between Vmax
and SFR. Although there is no correlation seen, our data seems consistent with Arribas et al.
(2014). The Arribas et al. (2014) samples are LIRGs and ULIRGs, since our targets are LIRGs
they are consistent with LIRGs, see Figure 4.4(left panel). The right panel of Figure 4.4 shows
big discrepancies those are not maximum rotational velocities from the galaxy that is rather an
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Figure 4.2: ∆V vs SFR (left panel), and ∆V vs sSFR (right panel). The blue, red and black
stars indicate the out flow velocities in three subgroups < 30 km s−1, 30 − 100 km s−1 and
100 < 30 km s−1 respectively. Note: The plot is from the group based on offset velocity. For
more detail refer Section 3.5.
indication of major outflow as indicated in Figure 4.3 which is a typical indicator of these major
outflow.
Figure 4.3: Vmax of major and minor axis observation of the same galaxy with different slit
position(PA) vs galaxy number.
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Figure 4.4: Maximum velocity Vmax vs SFR. The blue and and orange points with their cor-
responding error bars from Arribas et al. (2014). Note: The plot is from the group based on
position angle(θ). Section 3.4
41
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4.3 Nuclear or Disk Driven Gas?
Based on the shape of rotation curve(curve of neutral NaD and ionised Hα) and also considering
the offset velocity values ∆V, the origin of the gas is catagorised as nuclear and disk driven.
The first group which are identified as nuclear driven gas are based on the shape of NaD curve
realtive to Hα which seems coming from the center of the galaxy. The group contains targets
NGC1819[PA=125], NGC6240[PA=45], ESO319-G022, IRASF06076-2139, NGC2369[PA=250],
NGC1819[PA=225], IRAS12116-5615 and ESO 221-IG0, for more see Section 3.3 and 3.4. For
this group(first) the target’s offset velocity ∆V are above 100 km s−1 was selected.
Where as the second group which are identified as disk driven gas the rotation curve of NaD
shows following Hα which is an indicator of the disk driven gas. The group contains targets
IRASF17138-1017, MCG-02-33-098, NGC4433, NGC1204[PA=73], NGC1204[PA=253], NGC3508,
IRAS18293-3413[PA=128], ESO320-G030[PA=135], ESO440-IG058[PA=57.8], ESO267-G030,
IRASF08520-6850[PA=50], IC4280, ESO320-G030[PA=90], IRAS18293-3413[PA=55], for more
see Section 3.3 and 3.4. In both cases the shape of the rotation curve also was taken into
account. There are also targets which identified as intermediate nuclear driven gas NGC6000,
ESO264G036, NGC3110[PA=111], NGC6240[PA=90]. And targets with intermediate disk dri-
ven gas ESO154G010, ESO428G023, ESO440IG058[PA=24.5], CGCG049-057[PA=199]. For

















Table 4.1: Targets showing Disk and Nuclear driven gas
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Table 4.2: Targets showing intermediate Disk and intermediate Nuclear driven gas
4.4 Escape Velocities
To study if there is feedback from our sample galaxies, I assume a singular isothermal sphere
potential. I derived the Vesc from Vmax, see equation 4.4.
Once I get the Vmax evaluated, It is possible to address the question,“can the outflows escape
the gravitational wells and enrich the intergalactic medium?” To answer the question one can
follow Rupke et al. (2002) and Väisänen et al. (2008a), assuming a singular isothermal sphere








The author choose the rmax/r = 10 which is the lower value for Vesc since it is not sensitive to
the choice of rmax/r although rmax/r can extend to ∼100. Figure 4.5 shows the relation between
∆V and estimated escape velocity of host galaxy. I get two of the targets (ESO319-G022 and
NGC1819(PA=125) escaping out of the potential well. For instance for ESO319-G022 even if
I choose rmax/r = 100, Vesc becomes 83.7 km s
−1 which is still less than ∆V (185.9 km s−1).
For this target the major axis from 2MASS is 85◦, see (2MASS. 2003 vol. p.) but according
to ”The ESO/Uppsala Survey of the ESO(B) Atlas” Lauberts, A.(1982) the PA is 45 ◦. As I
mentioned above I used 2MASS PA’s, so one can expect that its due to this the Vesc is less than
∆V . Indeed the rotation curve NaD shows a big offset but has a small Vmax and the shape of
rotation curve looks unusual.
The second target which escapes the potential well is NGC1819(PA=125 ◦). For the choice
rmax/r = 100 the Vesc becomes 112.5 km s
−1 still less than ∆V (141 km s−1). This target
also has different major-minor from inside and outside. In addition, the disk of NGC1819 is
surrounded by super star cluster which I expect be a cause for the feedback, see the image of
the galaxy A.82.
Thus, I have seen the gas from two of our targets escaping the potential well and enrich the
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intergalactic medium (IGM). The rest of our targets have high escape velocities, Vesc, see Fig-
ure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: Figure : Offset velocity ∆V vs estimated escape velocity of host galaxy Vesc. The
dash line indicates the one to one line at ∆V=Vesc.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and future work
This thesis has focused on 40 LIRGs that are from a SUNBIRD survey. There was an expectation
of outflowing correlation with SFR, I compared the results with previous works however the
methods I used are different from the others. The reason of not correlation I expect, might be
due to;
• uncertainties involved during systemic velocity calculation.
• It might be also due to the major outflow.
• Orientation effect,(due to over correction I found the minor axis observations even greater
than major axis ones’.)
I find 8 of our targets as nuclear driven and 14 of them are disk driven outflows, as mentioned
in Section 4.3. And also four intermediate nuclear and four intermediate disk driven gas was
identified. However the rest of the samples are mixed between nuclear and disk diven, so they
are difficult to disentangle. I also find the gas from the two of the targets escape out of the
host potential well and enrich the surrounding IGM, though still needs a more detail analysis
to make sure it is not due to orientation effect or projection effect on the galaxy. So to the
study of conical outflow, a better job would be done if one can use the stellar absorption lines
to estimate the systemic velocity.
In this thesis I have analyzed the outflowing velocity of the gas based on Hα rotation curve
systemic velocity. The fitted profiles with their uncertainties was used to plot and compare NaD
and Hα, though I do not see a correlation with star formation. The future work will be:
• Calculating the mass and energy involved in the outflow process.
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• Study the conical outflow using stellar absorption lines to get the intrinsic systemic velocity.
The data, P900 exists but it was not part of our thesis.
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Appendix A
Comments on individual targets
• ESO491-G020 is almost a face on galaxy in group of a galax-
ies (GIG). It has an IR of log(LIR/L=10.86) at a DL∼41
Mpc. The slit was aligned along the major axis at (PA=257◦).
As it can be seen there is a rotation of Hα reaching a Vmax of
328 km s−1. NaD line doesn’t extend as far as Hα, see rotation
curve 3.4.5. Hα is highly skewed to the blue side which indi-
cates an outflow. It has a small NaD offset velocity ∆V ∼-0.5
km s−1 and Hα ∆V of ∼83.8 km s−1.
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Figure A.1: integrated spectra of ESO491-G020
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• IRASF08520-6850 is a galaxy pair which has a IR lumi-
nosity of log(LIR/L=11.76) at a DL∼191.7 Mpc. Neither of
the two observations (PA=50◦) and (PA=108◦) are along the
major axis, that is why I do not see clear rotation of either Hα
or NaD, see A.8 also rotation curves 3.4.22 and 3.4.26. Gauss-
Hermite fitting routine shows us large wings (skewed to the
blue relative to systemic) as a result of outflowing gas. The
(PA=50◦) observation shows a red shifted of NaD with ∆V of
-46 km s−1 relative to the systemic velocity and has Hα ∆V
of 72 km s−1 and its maximum veocity reaches up to 147.8 km
s−1, here for the third method since there is NaD to Hα data
point I used the nearest value. For the (PA=108◦) observation
there is a little rotation of Hα but not NaD. An offset ∆V
of -60.8 for Hα from the center and 0.6 km s−1 offset of NaD




Figure A.4: integrated spectra of IRASF08520-6850[PA=108]
Figure A.5: 2D spectra of IRASF08520-6850[PA=108]
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Figure A.6: integrated spectra of IRASF08520-6850[PA=50]
Figure A.7: 2D spectra of IRASF08520-6850[PA=50]. Note: different color brighness used to
have visible NaID lines.
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Figure A.8: IRASF08520-6850[PA=50](yellow) and [PA=108](green)
• NGC2369 is a galaxy in a group of galaxies with IR luminos-
ity log(LIR/L=11) at DL∼45 Mpc. The slits were positioned
at (PA=350◦) along the major axis and (PA=250◦) along the
minor axis respectively, see A.13. The major axis observation
shows a rotation with ∆V of NaD ∼3 km s−1 and Vmax of Hα
301 km s−1, see rotation curve 3.4.12. The minor axis mea-
surement has an offset of 114 km s−1 and its Hα Vmax reaches
206 km s−1, see rotation curve 3.4.4.
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Figure A.9: integrated spectra of NGC2369[PA=350]
Figure A.10: 2D spectra of NGC2369[PA=350]
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Figure A.11: integrated spectra of NGC2369[PA=250]
Figure A.12: 2D spectra of NGC2369[PA=250]
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Figure A.13: NGC2369[PA=350](green) and NGC2369[PA=250](yellow)
• NGC3508 is an Emission line galaxy (EMG) with IR lumi-
nosity log(LIR/L=10.9) at a luminosity distance ofDL∼54Mpc.
It is a major axis observation as shown on A.16, where a clear
Hα seen and followed by short(∼1 Kpc) NaD compared to Hα
which extends up to 29 Kpc. NaD offset from Hα by ∼-4 km
s−1 and Hα offset from the center by 22 km s−1. The Vmax of
Hα reaches up to 185 km s
−1, see rotation curve 3.4.10.
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Figure A.14: integrated spectra of NGC3508
Figure A.15: 2D spectra of NGC3508. Note: different color brighness used to have visible NaID
lines.
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Figure A.16: NGC3508[PA=15]
• CGCG049-057 is a LIRG with IR luminosity log(LIR/L=11)
at luminosity distance DL∼54 Mpc. It has two observations
where the slits positioned at (PA=0◦) close to minor and (PA=199◦)
close to major axis positions. In both observations Hα shows
a clear rotation. The minor axis observation (PA=0◦) shows
rotation of NaD but (PA=199◦) is not clear, see the rotation
curve 3.4.19 and 3.4.3. When one see the rotation curve, NaD
is located close to the systemic velocity, this might indicate
about the origin of the cool gas, here one can expect from nu-
clear region. The minor and major axis observations have NaD
offset ∆V of 8 and 15 km s−1 respectively. Hα is also offset




Figure A.17: integrated spectra of CGCG049-057[PA=0]
Figure A.18: 2D spectra of CGCG049-057[PA=0]
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Figure A.19: integrated spectra of CGCG049-057[PA=199]
Figure A.20: 2D spectra of CGCG049-057[PA=199]
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Figure A.21: CGCG49-057[PA=0](Green) and CGCG49-057[PA=199(yellow)]
• ESO320-G030 is an isolated LIRG with HII regions as re-
ported by Alonso-Herrero et al. (2006). The slits were aligned
at (PA=135◦) along the major axis and at (PA=90◦) along the
minor axis, see A.26. Also see the 1D and 2d spectra A.22 and
A.23. In both observations, the rotation of both Na and Hα
can be seen. Here NaD following Hα the origin of the outflow
is from the disk. NaD follows with the shape of Hα, where Hα
also offset by 43.7 km s−1 from the center of the galaxy. The
major and minor axis observation has offset velocities -17 and
36 km s−1 respectively. And Hα has a Vmax reaches up to 242
and 209 for the minor and major axis observations respectively,
see rotation curve 3.4.1 and 3.4.15.
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Figure A.22: integrated spectra of ESO320-G030[PA=135]
Figure A.23: 2D spectra of ESO320-G030[PA=135]
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Figure A.24: integrated spectra of ESO320-G030[PA=90]
Figure A.25: 2D spectra of ESO320-G030[PA=90]
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Figure A.26: ESO320-G030[PA=90](yellow) and ESO320-G030[PA=135](green)
• IRASF01364-1042 is a LINER type Active Galaxy Nucleus
(AGN) galaxy with IR luminosity log(LIR/L=11.76) at a
luminosity distance of DL∼205.5 Mpc. It is nearly an edge on
galaxy. The slit is aligned along the major axis at (PA=42◦),
see A.29 although there is no rotation of both Hα and NaD,
see rotation curve 3.4.12. NaD is offset by 17 km s−1 relative
to Hα. Hα also offset by 42 km s−1 from the center, and its




Figure A.27: integrated spectra of IRASF01364-1042
Figure A.28: 2D spectra of IRASF01364-1042
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Figure A.29: IRASF01364-1042[PA=42]
• IRAS 18293−3413 is a gas-rich spiral with an IR luminosity
log(LIR/L=11.75) at a luminosity distance of DL∼75Mpc.
This galaxy is studied by Väisänen et al. (2008b) using AO
imaging with the Very Large Telescope and long-slit NIR spec-
troscopy which was aimed to find dust-obscured core-collapse
supernovae in the inner regions of LIRGs and to study star for-
mation. It has two observations along the major axis (PA=128◦)
and the minor axis (PA=55◦). The former is a major axis ob-
servation, see rotation curve 3.4.13, as it can be seen from the
2d image, both the cool neutral and ionized gas are in roata-
tion. The Vmax of Hα reaches up to 186 km s
−1 and offset
velocity of 19 km s−1 relative to the systemic velocity. There
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is also a rotation of Hα for (PA=55◦) observation which has a
Vmax of 217 km s
−1 and has Na offset velocity of 50 km s−1.
There is an indication NaD seems following Hα, see rotation
curve 3.4.2. Also from ∼10.5” - 12” the Hα emission disap-
peared. In this region strong absorption is observed, which
shows the emission from Hα eaten by old cool stars.
Figure A.30: integrated spectra of IRAS18293-3413[PA=128]
Figure A.31: 2D spectra of IRAS18293-3413[PA=128]
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Figure A.32: integrated spectra of IRAS18293-3413[PA=55]
Figure A.33: 2D spectra of IRAS18293-3413[PA=55]
• ESO550-IG025 is a pair of galaxies with IR luminosities
log(LIR/L=11.42), the bigger companion and log(LIR/L=11.03),
the smaller companion. The Northern companion (PA=219◦)
has a unusual Na rotation curve red-shifted from the systemic
by -80 km s−1 as shown on the rotation curve 3.4.9. A nor-
mal line profile for both Hα and Na is seen, except broader
line for Na. The redshift of Na is an unambiguous indicator of
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Figure A.34: IRAS18293-3413[PA=55](yellow) and [PA=128](green)
gas in-fall. The Southern companion (PA=242◦) shows some
rotation of both the cool and neutral gas reaching a Vmax of
Hα 236.5 km s−1 and also has an offset velocity 29 km s−1, see
the rotation curve 3.4.11. The position of the slits also shown
on A.39.
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Figure A.35: integrated spectra of ESO550-IG025[PA=242]
Figure A.36: 2D spectra of ESO550-IG025[PA=242]
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Figure A.37: integrated spectra of ESO550-IG025[PA=219]
Figure A.38: 2D spectra of ESO550-IG025[PA=219]
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Figure A.39: ESO550-IG025[PA=242](green) and [PA=219](yellow)
• ESO440-IG058 is a pair of LIRGs with IR luminosities
log(LIR/L=11) the Southern component bigger companion -
observed along the major axis at (PA=57◦) and Northern small
component with log(LIR/L=10.79) along the minor axis at
(PA=245◦), see A.44. The major axis observation although
the slit does not cover the central region(offset from the cen-
ter) shows rotation with red shifted Na relative to the systemic
velocity and has an offset velocity -49.5 km s−1, see rotation
curve 3.4.16. The maximum velocity calculated from the sys-
temic velocity is 226 km s−1.The minor axis observation has a
very weak Na D with an offset velocity 30 km s−1, of course no
rotation observed as shown on the rotation curve 3.4.23.
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Figure A.40: integrated spectra of ESO440-IG058[PA=245]
Figure A.41: 2D spectra of ESO440-IG058[PA=245]
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Figure A.42: integrated spectra of ESO440-IG058[PA=57]
Figure A.43: 2D spectra of ESO440-IG058[PA=57]
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Figure A.44: ESO440-IG058[PA=245](yellow) and ESO440-IG058[57](green)
• ESO267-G030 is a starburst galaxy with IR luminosity of
log(LIR/L=11.2) at a luminosity distance of DL∼77 Mpc.
The observation is nearly along the major axis at (PA=135◦),
see A.47. The short Na line is due to very weak absorp-
tion.There is a clear rotation of Hα, Na seems following it but
since the absorption line of Na is too short,so it seems difficult
to be sure as shown on the rotation curve 3.4.21. The Na offset
and maximum velocity of Hα are 31 km s−1 and 179.5 km s−1
respectively.
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Figure A.45: integrated spectra of ESO267-G030




• NGC4433 is an edge on starburst galaxy and has the least IR
luminosity log(LIR/L=10.87) out of our targets at aDL∼38.6
Mpc. The slit positioned along the major axis at (PA=188◦)
a bit offset from the center, see A.50. A strong Hα emission
which extends up to ∼ 9 Kpc is seen. The rotation of Hα
reaches a Vmax of 200 km s−1 and Na follows with some rota-
tion and an offset velocity 36 km s−1, see rotation curve 3.4.4.
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Figure A.48: integrated spectra of NGC4433




•MCG-02-33-098 is nearly edge on LIRG with a slit po-
sitioned at (PA=246◦), see A.53. Na follows Hα with red-
shifted by -47 km s−1 and it covers up to 8 Kpc, see rotation
curve 3.4.2.
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Figure A.51: integrated spectra of MCG-02-33-098




• ESO 154-G010 is an SBa-type barred spiral galaxy where
its IR luminosity is not in IRASBG survey from Sanders et al.
(2003) unlike the rest of our targets. Also at some point the
NII[6583] line dominate over Hα which might be an indication
of shock heating. There is rotation of Hα and Na seems to fol-
low it with an offset velocity 48 km s−1, see rotation curve 3.4.9.
The Vmax of Hα reaches 81 km s
−1.
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Figure A.54: integrated spectra of ESO 154-G010
Figure A.55: 2D spectra of ESO 154-G010
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Figure A.56: ESO 154-G010[PA=24.5]
• IRAS F17138−1017 is spiral galaxy with IR luminosity
log(LIR/L=11.75) at a luminosity distance of DL∼72 Mpc.
The slit is positioned almost along the major axis at (PA=0◦),
see A.59. There is no a clear rotation seen though may be due
to uncorrected inclination. As it can be seen on Figure 3.4.1
the Na D line is short due to very weak and short continuum.
The Na line red shifted relative to systemic velocity with an
offset of -48.8 km s−1 and has a maximum velocity of 127 km
s−1. As reported by Alonso-Herrero et al. (2006) the central
region is obscured since its dominated by gas.
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Figure A.57: integrated spectra of IRAS F17138−1017




• ESO264-G057 is a starburst galaxy with an IR luminosity
log(LIR/L=11.1) at DL∼72 Mpc. The Na D line is very
weak and short, as shown from the rotation curve 3.4.14. Na
is blue shifted which indicates outflowing gas.Some rotation of
Hα can be seen but no rotation of Na. The offset velocity of
Na from Hα is 72 km s−1. The slit positioned (PA=277◦) along
the minor axis, see A.62.
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Figure A.60: integrated spectra of ESO264-G057




• NGC 3110 is a LIRG which H II regions covering several kpc
as pointed by Alonso-Herrero et al. (2006). It has IR luminos-
ity log(LIR/L=11) at DL∼70 Mpc. The three different slit
positions were at (PA=185◦),(PA=43.7◦) and (PA=111◦) as
shown on A.69. As it can be seen Hα emission extends over 13
kpc. Observations at (PA=185◦) and (PA=43.7◦) are between
major and minor axis that is why rotation is seen with an off-
set velocities of 79 and 95 km s−1 respectively, see the rotation
curve 3.4.11 and 3.4.8. The minor axis observation(PA=111◦)
has a big offset 111.5 km s−1, which implies a lot of material
is outflowing, see rotation curve 3.4.28.
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Figure A.63: integrated spectra of NGC 3110[PA=185]
Figure A.64: 2D spectra of NGC 3110[PA=185]
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Figure A.65: integrated spectra of NGC 3110[PA=111]
Figure A.66: 2D spectra of NGC 3110[PA=111]
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Figure A.67: integrated spectra of NGC 3110[PA=43.7]
Figure A.68: 2D spectra of NGC 3110[PA=43.7]
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Figure A.69: NGC3110[PA=185](green),NGC3110[44](red) and NGC3110[111](yellow)
• IC4280 is a starburst galaxy with an IR luminosity
log(LIR/L=11.1) at DL∼68Mpc. As it can be seen from
the rotation curve on rotation curve 3.4.25, the Na is following
ionized gas Hα, though there is an offset velocity of 88 km
s−1 between them. The position of the slit was positioned at
(PA=29◦), see A.72.
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Figure A.70: integrated spectra of IC4280




• NGC1204 is a Seyfert 2 galaxy with log(LIR/L=11.88) and
luminosity distance DL∼64Mpc. There are two data-sets from
two dates, 2012 and 2013. Both slits were aligned along the
major axis the 2012 data at an angle (PA=73◦) and the 2013
data at angle (PA=253◦), see A.77. Na shows a sort of following
the rotation of Hα but redshifted which indicates inflowing gas.
For NGC1204(PA=73) Na is offset from Hα by 99.5 km s−1 and
the Vmax of Hα is 190 km s−1. In case of NGC1204(PA=253)
Na has an offset of 101kms−1 and has a Vmax of Hα 180 km
s−1, see the rotation curve 3.4.5 and 3.4.6
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Figure A.73: integrated spectra of NGC1204[PA=73]
Figure A.74: 2D spectra of NGC1204[PA=73]
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Figure A.75: integrated spectra of NGC1204[PA=253]
Figure A.76: 2D spectra of NGC1204[PA=253]
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Figure A.77: NGC1204-N[PA=73](green) and NGC1204-S [PA=253](yellow).The offset for
NGC1204-S [PA=253] is for clarity to show the two slits separately
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• NGC1819 is SBO type galaxy in group of clusters(GIC) has
a lot of star clusters as studied by Sanders et al. (2003). It has
an IR luminosity log(LIR/L=10.9) at DL∼ 61.9 Mpc. There
were two observations where the slits positioned along the bar
at (PA=125◦) and at (PA=225◦), see A.82. Here the position
angle of the galaxy (PAgal) of 2MASS measurement is 120◦. But
since our interest is the central region of the galaxy, the major
axis from inside of the galaxy is the direct opposite of from the
outside, i.e the major axis from the inside is the minor axis
to the outer side and vice versa. In both measurements Hα
rotation is seen, where NGC1819 (PA=125◦) has NaD offset of
128 and NGC1819 (PA=125◦) is offset by 111 km s−1 relative
to Vsys. There is an indication NaD co-rotate with the same
as Hα. Both have big offset velocities 138 km s−1 and 111
km s−1 along the major and minor axis respectively shown on
it’s rotation curve 3.4.6. The major axis observation(PA=125◦)
showed a NaD offset velocity greater than Vesc and reach beyond
the potential well to enrich the IGM, see section 4.4, see also
the rotation curve 3.4.8.
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Figure A.78: integrated spectra of NGC1819[PA=225]
Figure A.79: 2D spectra of NGC1819[PA=225]
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Figure A.80: integrated spectra of NGC1819[PA=125]
Figure A.81: 2D spectra of NGC1819[PA=125]
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Figure A.82: NGC1819[225](green) and NGC1819[125](yellow)
• ESO 221-IG010 is a gas-rich spiral galaxy in group of galax-
ies with log(LIR/L=11.17) at DL∼42.8 Mpc. It is nearly a
major axis observation where the slit position at (PA=150◦),
see A.85. NaD absorption line is weak compared to Hα, that
is why it is short compared to Hα, see rotation curve 3.4.10.
There is a rotation of Hα and NaD offset by 129.8 km s−1, see




Figure A.83: integrated spectra of ESO 221-IG010
Figure A.84: 2D spectra of ESO 221-IG010
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• NGC6000 is nearly an edge-on starburst galaxy which has
IR luminosity log(LIR/L=10.97) at DL∼30 Mpc. The slit is
aligned along the major axis at (PA=174◦) as shown on A.88.
Here broad NaD profile is seen. The rotation curve shows Na
following Hα with an offset 141 km s−1 and maximum velocity
of Hα is 200.8 km s−1, see rotation curve 3.4.18.
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Figure A.86: integrated spectra of NGC6000




• ESO428-G023 is a spiral galaxy with a major axis obser-
vation where the slit aligned at (PA=261◦), see A.91. The
NaD co rotate with Hα with an offset velocity 155 km s−1 and
Hα also offset from thecurve center by 25 km s
−1, see rotation
curve 3.4.7. Here the origin of the outflowing gas which in this
case coming from the disk is seen. The Vmax of Hα relative to
Vsys is ∼167 km s−1.
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Figure A.89: integrated spectra of ESO428-G023




• IRASF06076-2139 is nearly an edge on starburst galaxy
with log(LIR/L=11.6) atDL∼158.2 Mpc. The slit positioned
along the minor axis at (PA=61◦), see A.94. It has a weak
and short NaD line is Hα (as checked from 2D spectra as well
as from the profile fitting). It has offset of NaD 166.8 km
s−1 and has Hα offset 25 km s−1 from the systemic velocity.
The maximum Hα velocity reaches up to 264 km s−1, see the
rotation curve 3.4.27.
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Figure A.92: integrated spectra of IRASF06076-2139




• ESO264-G036 is an edge on starburst galaxy that has IR
luminosity of log(LIR/L=11.4) at DL∼85 Mpc. The slit was
aligned along the major axis at an angle (PA=294◦), see A.97.
The offset velocity of NaD from Hα is 172 km s−1 and Hα also
offset from the center by -12 km s−1, rotation curve 3.4.17. The
Vmax of Hα is 263.6 km s
−1.
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Figure A.95: integrated spectra of ESO264-G036




• ESO319-G022 is a starburst galaxy with IR luminosities
log(LIR/L=11) at DL∼68 Mpc. It is a minor axis observa-
tion where the slit aligned at (PA=295◦), see A.100. NaD is
seen offset from Hα by about 186kms−1, thus it can be con-
clude that this galaxy has a lot of outflowing material mainly
from the central region, see rotation curve 3.4.24. I used the
nearest value for the offset of Hα from the nuclear region. The
Vmax of Hα is 25 km s
−1.
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Figure A.98: integrated spectra of ESO319-G022




• IRAS12116-5615 is a face on starburst galaxy with IR lumi-
nosity log(LIR/L=11.6) at DL∼114 Mpc. Due to the short
continuum both Hα and Na D lines are short. NaD is highly
blue shifted from Hα by 210 km s−1 which is an indicator of
strong outflowing gas, see the rotation curve 3.4.7. The slit
is positioned at (PA=231◦), see A.103. The rotation shape of
NaD is opposite to Hα which might indicate the origin of the
outflow is from the nuclear region.
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Figure A.101: integrated spectra of IRAS12116-5615
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• NGC6240 is a famous well-studied Syfert2 galaxy Veilleux
et al. (1995). It has an IR luminosity log(LIR/L=11.9)
at DL∼99 Mpc. The slits was aligned at (PA=45◦) and at
(PA=90◦), see A.108. For both cases there is no clear shape of
rotation curve, see the curve 3.4.3 and 3.4.20. The galaxy has
a very broad emission and absorption lines and the domination
of [N II]λ6583 line over Hα is seen which is be due to shock. As
Hα starts to disappear [N II ]λ6583 becomes dominant. The
offset velocity shown at (PA=45◦) is the biggest in our sample
which is 380 km s−1 and at (PA=90◦) has offset velocity of 192
km s−1. To estimate offset of Hα for (PA=90◦) observation,




Figure A.104: integrated spectra of NGC6240[PA=90]
Figure A.105: 2D spectra of NGC6240[PA=90]
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Figure A.106: integrated spectra of NGC6240[PA=45]
Figure A.107: 2D spectra of NGC6240[PA=45]
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Figure A.108: NGC6240[PA=90](green) and NGC6240[45](yellow)
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